Introduction
In various recent papers, Smarandache (1998, 2002, 2003, 2005a, b) generalizes intuitionistic fuzzy sets (IFSs) and other kinds of sets to neutrosophic sets (NSs) In Smarandache (2005a, b) , some distinctions between NSs and IFSs are underlined.
The notion of IFS defined by Atanassov (1983) has been applied by Coker (1997) for study intuitionistic fuzzy topological spaces (IFTSs) . This concept has been developed by many audiors (Bayhan and Coker, 2003; Coker, 1996 Coker, , 1997 Coker and E §, 1995; Es and .Coker, 1996; Giirgay et at, 1997; Hanafy, 2003; Hur et al, 2004) ; Lee and Lee, 2000 -Lupianez, 2004a , b, 2006a , b, 2007 , 2008  Turanh and Coker, 2000) . Smarandache (2002, 2005b) Let X be a non-empty set, and the IFSs A = { < x, fiA , yA > | x G X}, B = { < x, nB, yB > \x E X}. Let (Atanassov, 1988) :
Let X be a non-empty set. Let (L. = { < x, 0, 1 > \x G X} and 1~=
{ < x, 1, 0 > \x G X} (Qoker, 1997 The set M is called a NS (Smarandache, 2005a) .
Remark. All IFS is a NS.
Definition 6.
Let / 6 {T,I,F} be a component Most known N-norms are:
• The algebraic product N-norm: N"-algehT3ic J(x,y) = x-y.
• The bounded N-norm: N"-bounded J(x,y) = max{0,x+y -1}.
• The default (min) N-norm: N n -mnJ{x,y) = min{x,y}.
• represent the intersection operator in NS theory. Indeed, x Ay = (T A ,/A ,FA ) (Smarandache, 2005b) .
Let / G {T,I,F} be a component Most known N-conorms are:
• The algebraic product N-conorm: AQ-a igebraic /(x,y) = x+y-x-y.
• The bounded N-conorm: N c -bounded /(x,y) = min{l, x +y}.
• The default (max) N-conorm: AL-max/(x,y) = max{x,y}.
• N c represent the union operator in NS theory. Indeed, xvy = (T V ,I V ,F V ) (Smarandache, 2005b Then, AU5=<j, w v /^s, yA A yB >=< at, 1/2, 1/3 > and *(1/2, 1/6, 1/3) e j{A U B). On the other hand, *(1/2, 1/6, 1/3) Gj(A), *(1/2,0, 1/2) G j(B).
Then, we have that:
(1) for the union operator defined by the algebraic product N-conorm *(3/4, 1/6, 2/3) G j(A) U j(B)\ (2) for the union operator defined by the bounded N-conorm *(1,1/6, 5/6) G j(A) U j(B); and (3) for the union operator defined by the default (max) N-conorm *(1 /2, 1 /6, 1 /2) G j{A) U KB).
Thus, j(A U B) X j(A) U j{B), with the three definitions.
Analogously, A fl B =< *, nA A fiB , yA v yB >= *, 1/2, 1/2 > and *(1/2, 0, 1/2) G j(A r\B).
And, we have that:
(1) for the intersection operator defined by the algebraic product N-norm *(1/4,0, 1/6) Ej(A) n/(8); (Smarandache, 2002 (Smarandache, , 2005b For the intersection defined by the default (min) N-norm, we have also that *(1/2,0, 0) £/(l~) C\j{A), and this NS is not in the family r*
